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Abstract— This paper introduces the proposed User Authentication based on Unlock Pattern Touch Dynamics approach
(coined as UA-UPTD) to improve the security of android unlock pattern by adding the behavioral biometrics namely touch
dynamics in addition to the shape of unlock pattern. When the user draws the shape on the unlock pattern of android screen,
the touch dynamics features namely "timing, finger pressure and area of finger pressure" are extracted. These features are
analyzed by the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm to reveal basis vector for authorized users. Three patterns
(coined as pattern 1, pattern 2 and pattern 3) with different lengths and shapes are used to show the applicability of the
proposed UA-UPTD approach. Results show that the pattern's length and complexity of shape on unlock pattern impact on
UPTD-UA's performance. Also, the results show the effectiveness of the proposed UA-UPTD approach when compared with
Naïve Bayes classifier.
Keywords— Android Mobile, Graphical Passwords, Touch Dynamics, Unlock Pattern, User Authentication

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile phone is an integral part of people's lives makes it the perfect device to hold the user's digital identity and play a role
in the strong authentication system. This stimulates the user to undergo a more secure and scalable authentication for use in a
mobile environment [1]. The authentication methods can be widely divided into three main areas [2], token based authentication
such as smart cards, passports and physical keys [3], biometric based authentication: is the study of automated methods for
uniquely recognizing humans based upon one or more substantial physical or behavioral attributes [4]. There are two types of
biometrics: Physical biometrics such as fingerprint and behavioral biometrics, which are the biometric characteristics, related to
person’s behavioral characteristics such as signature, gait, voice, mouse dynamics, keystroke dynamics and touch dynamics [5].
Knowledge based authentication is based on “Something You Know” to identify a user, such as a Personal Identification
Number (PIN), password or pass phrase. Knowledge based techniques are the most extensively used authentication techniques
and include both text based password and picture based password (graphical password). People who use android/windows and
other devices that have introduced a lot of applications of security locks that ask a user to open the device every time he/she
wants to use it [6]. The graphical passwords are authentication mechanisms where users enter a shared secret as evidence of
their identity. It improves the prominence of password and thus eases of use it, while at the same time improving strength
against attackers [7]. Touchscreen and mobile devices (such as Android mobiles) are graphically orientated and therefore are
more suitable for graphical input rather than text input [8]. The android operating system uses a graphical password (such as
unlock pattern) to unlock touchscreen devices. Unlock pattern authentication mechanism is aim to prevent unauthorized access
to android devices [7]. Since the smartphones nowadays are moving from devices used to make call to more personalization
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level in term of the captures of highly sensitive information about the owner. There are problems and facts threaten the security
of smartphones, these are as follows:
 Users don’t tend to use sophisticated patterns to lock the smartphone due to the fact that smartphone is locked and need
to be unlocked frequently; this behavior expose the smartphone to attackers who know the pattern.
 Users tend to use their fingers to enter the shape on the unlock pattern rather than using other input devices (i.e., touch
screen pens).
Therefore, the aim of this study is to investigate the methodology of building behavioral unlock pattern authentication for
android mobiles. The intended investigation is conducted by selecting certain features that characterize the user behavior and to
be analyzed by SVD algorithm. The objectives of the methodology are to
 Determine the features through which users’ behavior in interacting unlock pattern can be modeled. Features are output
measures of sensors integrated within the android mobile.
 Promote current unlock screen beyond the pattern shape to a higher level of personalization; in this level, android
mobile should be able to identify unauthorized users even when they know the shape on the unlock pattern.
 Reach out a robust personalization mechanism that can filter authorized users of the unauthorized based on their
behaviors in entering the shape on the unlock pattern.
II. RELATED WORK
Several researchers have studied touch dynamics interaction finger on smartphone screen with widely features (Timing,
Finger pressure, Area of Finger Pressure, etc.), these are:
In [9], the behavioral manners of users are presented by choosing the finger pressure feature when users interact with a
touch screen. The result has shown that the finger pressure gives the discriminative and accurate information more than
keystroke dynamics with the k-nearest neighbor (KNN) analytical method.
In [10], the two-factor authentication for the smart device was presented by adding the biometric information to lock
patterns that enhance the security. A low Equal Error Rate (EER) of 10.39% was achieved by analyzing the data from 32
individuals using a Random Forest Classifier (RFC) when combining the three different lock patterns.
In [11], the biometric identification method based on Bayesian Non-Parametrics (BNP) was designed. BNP is a pattern
recognition method that uses the Least Squares Method (LSM) for intelligent mobile devices by analyzing the user’s input
patterns, such as a finger’s touch duration, pressure level and the touching width of the finger on the touch screen. The testing
results show that this method effectively identifies users with near a 100% rate of accuracy.
In [12], the dynamic time warping (DTW) was used to analyze the input data. The results of this study provided possibility
to distinguish users and to improve the security of password patterns with near the accuracy rate of 77%, False Rejection Rate
(FRR) of 19% and False Acceptance Rate (FAR) of 21%. The results also show that by increasing the password length, positive
effects on accuracies might be observed. However, this would come at the costs of decreased usability and memorability.
In [13], KNN classifier and a Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel which is a popular kernel function were used in
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to train the user profiles based on vertical and horizontal strokes. A data acquisition
experiment was designed to collect natural touch behavior of 41 subjects. The classification framework has extracted 30
different behavioral features from the raw touch screen interaction data. The results of classifiers have achieved robust
authentication results with EER (0% - 4%).
In [14], Naive Bayes classifier for authentication among users using the behavior of touch screen on smartphones was
presented. The touch events are collected over 14,000 users who played a quiz game. The extracted features are, mean hold time
and pressure. The result of choosing five users randomly is correctly identifying a user with a probability of about 80% after
just the touch of ten buttons.
In [15], the user authentication scheme was presented by comparing several of machine learning classifiers. The results
show that a Neural Network Classifier (NNC) is suitable for authentication of different users with an Average Error Rate (AER)
of about 7.8% for the selected features. Finally, optimized NNC by using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to deal with
differences in usage patterns of users. The results show that the AER of the optimized scheme is only about 3%, which are
achieved through the analysis of touch behavior of users on the android phone. The results show that the optimized Particle
Swarm Optimization-Radial Basis Function Neural Network (PSO-RBFN) classifier significantly reduces the AER down to
2.92%, FAR of 2.5% and FRR of 3.34%.
In [16], the model was established to silently verify the user with high confidence that uses the SVM model to verify
whether the current user was legitimate owner of the smartphone based on the behavioral biometrics, including touch behaviors
and walking patterns. The accuracy was over 99%, FAR and FRR could be as low as < 1% after only collecting about 10
actions.
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III. THE PROPOSED UNLOCK PATTERN USER AUTHENTICATION
The proposed (UA-UPTD) approach enriches the security of unlock pattern by adding behavioral biometrics namely touch
dynamics in addition to the shape of unlock pattern. In other words, UA-UPTD approach is a two-factor authentication
mechanism based on the shape of the unlock pattern and individuals behavior in drawing the shape on the unlock pattern.
UA-UPTD approach consists of four phases, which are touch dataset collection phase, feature extraction phase, analysis
phase and authentication phase. These phases are conducted in two separate devices. The first one is an android mobile in which
the android application is installed to collect users’ input patterns (i.e. the shapes on the unlock pattern) by presenting unlock
pattern screen and reading touch screen sensors while entering the shape on the unlock pattern. The second one is a high
computation device (i.e., a PC with multiple core processor) that is used to analyze the collected data.
The Samsung galaxy SII android mobile with targeted android version Jellybean 4.2.2 and Application Programming
Interface (API) 18 is used to build the android unlock pattern screen for entering the shape on the unlock pattern. Then, it is
delivered through Universal Serial Bus (USB) cable to backend of the system (i.e., the backend here is a high computation
device).
A. Touch Dataset Collection Phase
The acquisition of data from the touch screen is an essential part in the touch dynamic system. The touch screen of
smartphones is sensitive to finger touch through the user interacts with the smartphone. Essentially, the proposed UA-UPTD
approach is a smart authentication system for individuals based on their behaviors in drawing the shape on the unlock pattern.
The unlock pattern screen of the android mobile is designed in android application and is composed of nine visual nodes to:
1. Present the unlock pattern screen.
2. Ask the user to enter his/her pattern.
3. Acquire user input vectors and save them into a local database.
4. Build user profile and register every user in a local database.
Unlock pattern screen grid has itself a potential to personalize users where paths can be detected when moving from cell to
cell over the unlock pattern. These paths hold users’ behaviors. After registering, users can move on in entering their trials by
asking users to re-enter the shape on the unlock pattern many times. Users are asked to not act abnormally and try to keep their
behavior as normal as possible.
The android unlock pattern screen is divided into frames that would hold the grid visual nodes and to capture users’ event
when these visual events touched. Android developing environment provides an excellent notification when screen touched; this
by broadcasting touch screen event to system queue, which can be retrieved by the applications by calling context methods.
Two datasets are collected; the first dataset is dedicated for authorized users while the second one is for unauthorized users.
1) Authorized users dataset: data collected from authorized users is dedicated to reveal the basis vector of them. One
important note that needs to be clarified: the smartphone is a device with a high level of personality. This means that the
number of users who are to be allowed logging into the system should be as less as possible, but for research purposes the
data for many authorized users is collected to prove that there is a separation basis even with increasing the attacking
probability. Eight authorized users were chosen according to the following properties:
A.
B.
C.

Age groups (20-64 years old).
Gender (4 female and 4 male).
Different level of experience of using the android mobile.

Dataset of authorized users contains a data of finger pressure, area of finger pressure and time on each node in the unlock
pattern of screen and this was conducted over a period of two months. Different lengths and shapes of users’ patterns are
considered (i.e., three patterns of four, six and seven nodes coined as pattern1, pattern2 and pattern3 respectively) and entries
for each authorized user are collected and indexed. The authorized users are asked to enter his/her pattern twenty-five times (i.e.
twenty-five patterns). The user draws the shape at different times to avoid an increase in his/her drawing speed while drawing
the same path continuously.
2) Unauthorized users dataset: data of unauthorized users are collected to verify the revealed basis for authorized users.
Twenty-two unauthorized users were eleven female and eleven male, from 20-60 years old, students and employees
interacting with designed unlock pattern screen. Unauthorized users are asked to enter his/her pattern for testing. This was
conducted over one day.
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Users’ profiles are kept in a SQLite database created in the storage of the android mobile and context of each user is loaded
at the start point of capturing users’ pattern. Databases are kept in "ilb" formats and can be transferred to the backend compute
for the analysis phase.
B. Feature Extraction Phase
Features extraction from collected data is an important part in UA-UPTD approach. Several features can be extracted for
each touch data. However, three touch dynamics features including finger pressure , area of finger pressure
and timing
are chosen to distinguish user's behavior representation.
Each vector of users’ patterns in the database contains the data of finger pressure, area of finger pressure and sequence of
time information which represent the time at each node on the unlock pattern screen. The finger pressure ( ), the area of finger
pressure
and the time
of node
on the unlock pattern screen while the user drawing the shape. The timing
touch
dynamics feature can be extracted from user pattern by equation (1):
(1)
Where
: is the time at node
on the unlock pattern screen.
: is the time at the next node (
) on the unlock pattern screen.
After the timing features of pattern nodes are extracted, the mean of timing is calculated using equation (2):
∑

(2)

The mean of finger pressure and the area of finger pressure (size) features are calculated as in equations (3) and (4)
respectively.
∑
(3)
∑

(4)

Figure (1) depicts the computation of timing feature for three patterns length
drawing the shape.
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Fig.1 Computation of Timing Feature for Three Patterns Length

C. Analysis Phase
The analysis phase of UA-UPTD approach is dedicated to investigate the separation among users based on their behavior in
entering the shape on the unlock pattern. The investigation is accomplished by applying SVD algorithm to decompose the
matrix of authorized users' vectors (
which is constructed in feature extraction phase. SVD algorithm analyzes touch data to
reveal the most effecting vector (i.e., Basis Vector). SVD representation for authorized users is depicted in figure (2).
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Fig.2 SVD Representation

The variation in the dataset of authorized users is modeled using basis vector. (
components to compute basis vector using the SVD as shown in equation (5)[17].

is decomposed into its principal

(5)
Where
: are orthogonal matrices
: is a diagonal matrix which contains the square root of eigenvalues ( ) from
: Number of authorized users' vectors
: Number of features
: Rank of
In other words, (

or

can be computed as in equation (6)

∑
Where

matrix.

(6)

: is the singular values in a matrix and it is calculated as in equation (7) [17].
√ .

(7)

U, V matrices are orthogonal when
. This means the result of multiplying any matrix by the transpose of
the same matrix is equal the identity matrix. The columns of U are orthonormal eigenvectors of
and the columns of V
are orthonormal eigenvectors of
.
is computed to obtain matrix as shown in figure (3).
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Fig.3 Computation of 𝐴𝑈 𝐴𝑈 𝑇

Then, the result (i.e. B matrix) is taken to find the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors as shown in figure (4):
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Fig.4 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

These eigenvectors are the column vectors in a matrix and ordered by the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue in the first
column and so on until the eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue in the last column. This matrix is converted to orthogonal
matrix (i.e. convert the set of vectors (

…

) to a set of orthonormal vectors), by normalizing

to get the first vector of

U matrix, as formulated in equation (8) [17].
|

(8)

|

Then, all vectors of U matrix are computed according to equations (9) and (10) respectively [17].
∑

|

(9)

(10)

|

The matrix calculation is similar to
matrix but matrix depends on
calculation. The first raw vector of
matrix ( ) is representing the maximum variance among the users' vectors. The vector that causes maximum variance is called
Basis Vector ( ), which represented in equation (11):
=

(11)

Where
: The first raw vector of

matrix

D. Authentication Phase
This phase is dedicated for testing and evaluating UA-UPTD approach. Phase three (i.e. analysis phase) has ended with
reaching out the basis vector for all authorized users. Thus, in this phase, this basis vector is validated in terms of evaluating its
capability to discriminate authorized of the unauthorized users.
In this phase, the user is asked to enter his/her pattern in order to prove his/her identity for the android mobile. Then, the
input vector of users trying to login the android mobile (
is normalized by calculatingthe relative weight of each feature to
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the total length of the vector. Each feature in terms of its participation in the capacity of the vector, there is a common
mathematical technique to have the values of vectors’ features relative to each other’s and to the total capacity of the vector.
The normalization process is crucial due to the relative weighting of users’ input vectors. SVD cannot provide much
information about the users’ behaviors without normalizing input patterns where covariance matrix reached out by the SVD
would provide misleading information with absolute values due to the fact that SVD measures linear independents based on
measuring the effects of changing values for the matrix.
Each user input vector is tested with the basis vector of users to know if the input vector is authorized or unauthorized user.
The testing is done by using the dot product, which is the multiplication of vectors (i.e. multiplying each component in first
vector by the component in second vector in the same position and adding them all together to get the scalar value), as in
equation (12)
∑

(12)

Where
The similarity measure will be calculated as the projection in a space of the new pattern vector and the directional vector of
matrix. The similarity between two vectors is measured as in equation (13).
|

||

(13)

|

If the angle between two vectors is less than or equal to the threshold then the system allowed user to enter into android
mobile as a legal user. If the angle is more than the threshold then the system rejects the user to enter into android mobile and is
considered as unauthorized user. This is formulated as in equations (14) and (15) respectively.
(14)
(15)
Where
: Threshold value for expected separation line.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section is dedicated to evaluate the capability of the proposed UA-UPTD approach to discriminate between authorized
and unauthorized users.
A. Impact Features within Different Patterns
This study is dedicated to investigate the separation among users according to their behavior in entering the shape on the
unlock pattern. For each user, a vector of three features is constructed and stored in a database. The basis vector is a
characterization pattern for the authorized users. The basis vector for pattern1 is different from that of pattern 2. This due to the
difference in behavior for the same user in entering the shape on the unlock pattern. This is also the same for pattern 3. Table
(1) demonstrates the basis vector for the three patterns.
TABLE 1
Basis Vector for Authorized User

Basis Vector
Pattern
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Timing

Pressure

Area of
Pressure

1

1.264

0.244

1.014

2

3.252

7.099

8.187

3

4.256

13.213

8.854
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Each user has a behavior in drawing the shape on the unlock pattern screen that distinguish him/her from the other.
However, the probability of recognizing specific user based on his/her behavior in entering the shape on the unlock pattern
becomes unique when his/her behavior is stable in a different circumstances. The three features (timing, finger pressure and
area of finger pressure) are weighted according to its variance along the data collected with specific pattern length.
In pattern 1, the timing feature has highest impact than the area of pressure and pressure features because it has short and
easy pattern's shape. However, in pattern 2 and pattern 3, the pressure and the area of pressure features have the highest impact
than the timing because the pattern 2 and 3 have longer length and more complex of pattern shape than pattern 1
B. Impact of Threshold on UA-UPTD's Performance
Intuitively, increasing or decreasing threshold value
(i.e. separation line among all users) affects UA-UPTD's
performance. In the authentication phase, all users are examined to validate their authorization status for each pattern. The
authorization is done when the angle between the user input vector and basis vector is less than that threshold. The accuracy of
UA-UPTD approach is examined with different threshold values to get the acceptable accuracy for authorized users that must
be balanced with unauthorized user's accuracy over the same threshold values. In other words, we want to balance between the
required level of security (
) and usability
.
To reveal the best threshold value (i.e. find out the best threshold overall users), different values are taken by fine tuning the
threshold value on both sides. The validating is done for the three patterns and it is clear that each pattern has different threshold
values; this is due to the different behavior pattern for the same users and the different basis revealed for their data. Table (2)
presents the resultant test values for all users with different threshold values. The best accuracy of authorized users is (86) and
the best accuracy of unauthorized users is (81.8) over the threshold value of (34.70) (i.e., that threshold is the best threshold
value that gives the best overall accuracy).

TABLE 2
Accuracy of Participants in Pattern 1

Authorized Users

Unauthorized Users

34.699

77.5

81.8

34.70
34.701
34.702

86
91.5
93

81.8
63.6
54.5

Table (3) clarifies the accuracy of UA-UPTD approach for all participants in pattern 2 with different threshold values. The
best accuracy of authorized users is (92) and the best accuracy of unauthorized users is (81.8) over the threshold value of
(14.964) (i.e., that threshold is the best threshold value that gives the best overall accuracy).

TABLE 3
Accuracy of Participants in Pattern 2

14.960
14.961
14.962
14.963
14.964
14.965

Authorized Users

Unauthorized Users

78
83.5
85.5
88
92
94

90
86.3
81.8
81.8
81.8
68.1

Table (4) presents the accuracy result for all users with different threshold values. The best accuracy of authorized users is
(93) and the best accuracy of unauthorized users is (86.3) over the threshold value of (13.731) (i.e., that threshold is the best
threshold value that gives the best overall accuracy).
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TABLE 4
Accuracy of Participants in Pattern 3

Authorized Users

Unauthorized Users

89
90
93
94
97.5

95
95
86.3
81.8
81.8

13.729
13.730
13.731
13.732
13.733

Figure (5) depicts the accuracies of all authorized users in three patterns. The results indicate that the proposed UA-UPDT
approach is capable of recognizing authorized users in pattern 2 and 3 with the higher accuracies than pattern 1 up to 100%.

Accuracy%

Pattern 1
100
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40
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20
10
0

8

7

8

7

Pattern 2

6

5

6

5

Pattern 3

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

Authorized Users
Fig.5 Accuracies of Authorized Users

Table (5) clarifies validating UA-UPTD approach capabilities in detecting authorized users and unauthorized users in terms
of
,
and overall accuracy. Figures (6), (7) and (8) depict
and the overall accuracy of UA-UPTD approach in
three patterns.
TABLE 5
Measurement of UA-UPTD's Performance

FAR

Pattern

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Overall

1
2

0.18
0.18

0.135
0.08

85.5
90.9

3

0.136

0.07

92.3

Pattern 1

Pattern 2

Pattern 3

Fig.6 FAR of UA-UPTD approach in three patterns
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FRR
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0
Fig.7 FRR of UA-UPTD Approach in three patterns
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Fig.8 Overall Accuracy of UA-UPTD Approach in three patterns

The results reveal that UA-UPTD approach with pattern 3 provides high usability (low
) and more security (low
)
than pattern 2 and pattern 1. This is due to the fact that pattern 1 has short and easy pattern's shape therefore it gives less
discrimination for users as compared to patterns 2 and 3. Moreover, pattern2 has amid length and shape so it gives less
discrimination for users compared to pattern 3. In other words, pattern 3 has the longest length and the pattern shape is more
complex as compared to patterns 1 and 2. This means that the shape and length of pattern affect the performance of UA-UPTD
approach.
C. Impact of Exposing of User's Pattern
UA-UPTD approach is a two factors authentication. This means that the security of UA-UPTD approach depends on the
shape of the unlock pattern and users behaviors in drawing the unlock pattern. In this study, two scenarios are considered.
In first scenario, the unauthorized user exposes the shape of unlock pattern, while in the second, the unauthorized user does
not know the shape of unlock pattern (i.e. only authorized users know it). The first scenario discusses the acceptance of
entrance to the mobile system when the unauthorized user knows the shape on the unlock patterns 1, 2, and 3. The probability of
acceptance the unauthorized user that knows pattern 1, 2 and 3 is given by the value of
as shown in figure (7.a) ( i.e.
for pattern 1 is
. ,
for pattern 2 is
.
and
for
pattern
3
is
. )
2
3
In the second scenario, only the authorized users know the shape of the unlock patterns (i.e. pattern1, pattern 2 and pattern
3). Therefore, the unauthorized user has a little chance to a success full entrance to the mobile system. Since the android unlock
pattern has nine visual nodes, then the combinations of pattern 1, 2 and 3 are 1624, 26016and 72912 respectively. The
probability of the unauthorized user to enter the correct shape of unlock pattern 1, 2, and 3on the first trail is computed as
follows:
.
.
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.
Thus, the probability of occurrence of these two independent events is computed for three patterns according to equation
(16).
(16)
The obtained results from equation (16) are as follows:

2
3

.
.
.

The results show that UA-UPTD approach enhances the security of unlock patterns in which the probability of an
unauthorized user with an unknown pattern would be allowed to pass in the mobile system is 0.00011, 0.0000069 and
0.0000018 for pattern 1, 2, and 3 respectively. This comes from the fact that UA-UPTD approach considers two factors to
authenticate a user, namely the shape of the unlock pattern and user behaviors in drawing the unlock pattern.

D. UA-UPTD Approach against Naïve Bayes
A comparison with some other related work should be performed to evaluate the performance of UA-UPTD approach. In
this study, the proposed of [15] is used for comparison. The sipina package [18], which is a free program for machine learning
classifiers, is utilized to use the Naïve Bayes classifier. The collected data of authorized and unauthorized users for this research
is separated into two parts (training set and testing set). The training set is used in the training phase of Naïve Bayes and it
consists of 15 trials for each authorized user (i.e., fifteen trials for eight authorized users) and 11 unauthorized users. While, the
testing set is used to evaluate the performance of Naïve Bayes classifier, which contain the remaining of 10 trials for each
authorized user (i.e., ten trails for eight authorized users) and 11 unauthorized users. Table (6) clarifies the performance of
Naïve Bayes classifier in terms of
,
and accuracy.
TABLE 6
Naïve Bayes Performance Evaluation

Pattern
1

0.54

0

93.4

2

0.27

0.31

69.2

3

0.54

0.31

65.9

Figures (9), (10) and (11) depict the performance comparison between UA-UPTD approach and Naïve Bayes classifier in
terms of
,
and accuracy respectively.
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Fig.9 FAR of UA-UPTD and Naïve Bayes
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Fig.10 FRR of UA-UPTD and Naïve Bayes
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Fig.11 Accuracy of UA-UPTD and Naïve Bayes

The result illustrates that the performance of UA-UPTD approach is better than Naïve Bayes performance in all terms for all
patterns except in pattern 1 in which the accuracy and
of Naïve Bayes classifier are better than UA-UPTD approach. These
results reflect the ability of Naïve Bayes classifier to be bias towards maximizing accuracy and minimizing
at the expense
of
in pattern1.
Moreover, one can observe that
of UA-UPTD approach is better than Naïve Bayes classifier for all patterns. This is
due to the existence of balance between the required level of security and usability in UA-UPTD approach and the absence of
this balance in Naïve Bayes classifier. In general, UA-UPTD approach results are the best when compared to the Naïve Bayes
classifier.

V. CONCLUSIONS
The investigation of the results obtained from the proposed UA-UPTD approach has led to that the SVD is a candidate
algorithm to reveal hidden relationships among input features; these relationships introduce new dimensions for correlating
users to their input vectors. The results confirm that the three extracted features (timing, finger pressure and area of finger
pressure) are candidate to discriminate between authorized and unauthorized users. Also, each user has a basis vector of three
features, which characterizes the pattern of the authorized users. That features give discriminated values in three patterns. The
results show that the Increasing or decreasing threshold value affects UA-UPTD's performance. Each pattern has different
threshold values; this is due to the different behavior pattern for the same users and the different basis revealed for their data.
The results show that the pattern length and complexity of pattern shapes have an impact of the ability of UA-UPTD approach
in discriminate among users. The results of accuracies of the three patterns indicate that the proposed UA-UPDT approach is
able to recognize the user in pattern 2 and 3 better than the approach of pattern 1. This study has shown that the UA-UPDT
accuracy with pattern1, pattern2 and pattern 3 is 85.5%, 90.9% and 92.3% respectively.UA-UPTD approach with pattern 3
provides high usability and more security than pattern 2 and pattern 1. This is indicated by metrics
and
. UA-UPTD
with pattern 1, pattern 2 and pattern 3 is 0.18, 0.18 and 0.136 respectively and UA-UPTD
is 0.135, 0.08 and 0.07 for
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pattern 1, pattern 2 and pattern 3 respectively. The results show that the UA-UPTD approach enhances the security of unlock
pattern in which the probability that an unauthorized user with an unknown pattern enters in the android mobile is
.
.
and .
for pattern 1, pattern 2 and pattern 3 respectively. The result of comparison of the UAUPTD approach with Naïve Bayes classifier shows that the UA-UPTD approach is better than Naïve Bayes classifier.
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